Abstract. To binocular vision light pen measuring system, calibrating the camera fast and accurate, can improve the practicality of the system application. In the establishment of ideal camera imaging model, considering the lens radial distortion and tangential distortion factors, studies the practical imaging model parameters. Plane template calibration algorithm is improved. Using points which are near calibration template center and distortion smaller solve the initial model parameters. Application internal mapping Newton's method of subspace confidence domain method solves global optimization model parameters. Designing plane calibration template and using coded identification method, identify the signs point in the calibration template. The calibration efficiency is improved. The experiments show that the calibration method can be achieved binocular stereo vision camera calibration.
Introduction
Binocular vision, light pen measuring system is based on using two cameras to imaging, and through a series of coordinate transformation relationship to determine the spatial position and posture of light pen and then get space coordinate of measuring points. The mutual mapping relationship between space three-dimensional coordinates of the object surface some point and its corresponding 2 d coordinates in the image is determined by the camera imaging model. In general, the camera model parameters can be obtained through experiment and optimization calculation, and the process of solving camera model geometry and optical parameters is called camera calibration. At present, there is no universal calibration method that can be used for all kinds of situation, if the specific applications are different and the calibration method is also different. Here is a commonly used calibration method.
Direct linear transformation (DLT) method [1] , its principle is simple and easy to implement, But the disadvantage is that calibration precision is not high and intermediate parameter has constraint each other. moreover, it is not easy to separate internal parameter values from external parameter values. In order to improve the calibration accuracy further, based on the DLT method, Tsai [2] first proposed two-step method based on radial alignment constraint (RAC), which has higher precision and is suitable for precision measurement, but only considering the radial distortion, it does not apply to simple calibration. In order to improve the calibration of flexibility, Zhang Zhengyou [3] first proposed plane template calibration method, which can obtain internal and external parameter values for the camera model by making the camera collect more than three images of the calibration board from different angles and use information of the known feature point location on the template and correspondence of the corresponding projection points in the image, because the calibration is simple, it is widely used. But because of only considering the radial distortion, it is not applicable with large distortion fisheye lens. In addition, camera self-calibration method [4] [5] [6] and the calibration method based on active vision [7] .which have low calibration precision and complex calibration process, is not suitable for optical measurement system. We adopt the improved plane model method for two camera calibration aiming at Light pen for binocular vision measurement system in this paper. For the calibration method in this paper, the camera radial distortion and tangential distortion are considered, calibrating part points of template center near is adopted in the solution process of model parameters' initial value, which improves the accuracy of the parameter's initial value. For actual imaging model considering the distortion, all points on the template should be used to do the optimization algorithm for precise. At the same time, in order to improve the efficiency of calibration, the coding landmark to identify all the feature points on the calibration template is used.
Modeling of the camera
Ideal model of the camera. The camera mode can be obtained through the simple center Perspective projection and rigid body rotation and transform translation. This model is linear, not considering the lens distortion, which is as shown in Fig.1 is selected in the top left corner of the image, the u axis is to the right and parallel to the X axis, while the u Shaft is downward and parallel to the Y axis. 
where, ，which be called the camera parameters matrix, is Only related to the camera internal parameters, which contains such basic camera internal parameters as scale factor, focal length, inclination factor, as well as the main point representing the characterization of the geometric and optical properties of the camera, including the parameters for calibration. M, which contains an 3 3 orthogonal rotation matrix R and 1 3 translation matrix T， is the external parameters matrix of camera, respectively defining the attitude and position of machine beams in the world coordinate system. The actual camera model containing lens distortion. There exist all kinds of distortions, resulting in position error between actual image point on the space object and the ideal image point. Experiments show that the farther from the center of a image the position is, the worse distortion is, describing the nonlinear model of the camera usually adopts the following Eq.(2).
is actual image coordinates; the ) , ( y x -the ideal image coordinates. Generally, camera contains radial distortion and tangential distortion, centrifugal distortion and thin prism distortion, etc. the distortion can be compensated through the radial distortion and tangential distortion. The general distortion model can be represented : 
（16）

Camera calibration template.
Because diagonal point extraction accuracy in the current image processing is not high and the checkerboard and latticed logo is hard to realize encoding recognition, this article uniformly uses the circular logo as the calibration template primitives, as is shown in Fig.2 .Calibration template consists of 11 9  black solid circles with white background, there are four solid circular ring adopted encoding [7] . The distance between the adjacent signalized points' circle centers is 40 mm in calibration template. Image plane center subpixel coordinates of filled circle in calibration template can be obtained by using image processing techniques and ellipse fitting method. When recognizing numbered of the landmark in calibration template the image, firstly, four encoding landmark of template is obtained by image processing technology in and encoding value is obtained according to the principle of encoding, meanwhile match the extracted pixel center of the encoding image with its code value. Then, recognize the sort of the rest landmarks of the calibration template by using four encoding points and number identification results are shown in Fig.2 .
Establishing the world coordinate system is as shown in Fig.2 , where the origin O w is set on the center of the landmark in the template number 1. Xw，Yw axis directions are as shown in Fig.2 . When calibrating template, firstly obtain the world coordinates of signalized point according to the design of the calibration plate size, and then match numbered 1~99 landmark image coordinate with the corresponding world coordinates. By using the front algorithm, solve the camera model parameters.
Camera calibration results
This article calibrates the left and right camera of the binocular stereo vision system and the camera and lens models respectively is BASLERscA1600-14gc and FUJINON HF50HA-B. The calibration results about the camera internal parameters are shown in Tab.1. The measured center point distribution of calibration template about the camera is shown in Fig.3 
Conclusion
Through the establishment of the camera center projection model, give the corresponding relationship between space and its image. Consider radial distortion and tangential distortion of the camera. Correct the center projection model. Obtain the practical imaging model of camera and point out of model parameters that are need to be calibrated. Design plane calibration template with function of automatic number identification. Calibrate left and right camera respectively and get the camera's internal parameters.Finally, calibrate the relative position of two camera, lying the foundation for three coordinate measuring of space objects in the measurement system of light pen.
